
 

 

Mark Fox, Two Mountains 

The two mountains are Mt Beckworth and Mt Glasgow in central Victoria. In my 2013 

exhibition I explored Mt Beckworth themes in considerable detail. Mt Glasgow is the 

home of two friends who visit every six months and I look after the place in their 

absence. Each of these mountains is visible from the other. These paintings are a 

culmination in visual terms of the relationship between these two places that are 

steeped in rich and deep associations, meaning, history and discoveries for me. 

My friends (from Mt Glasgow) actually live in America. Paul is a poet, writer and 

academic at Vassar with an abiding interest in Australian literature. Tina was Head 

textile Conservator at the Metropolitan Museum in New York and also ran a private 

business in textile conservation. Tina died from ALS in Ballarat in 2015 after an 

illness of two years. A year or so before her death, as the first signs of her illness 

began to show, she and Paul accompanied my wife and I to the top of Mt Beckworth. 

We could all see Mt Glasgow and the home they had built there just a few kilometres 

away, just as, in their home on Mt Glasgow, we could see Mt Beckworth from their 

window.   

The “Poet’s Rock” painting is redolent of our excursion to Mt Beckworth that last 

time. Paul climbed the prominent rock on the left and faced Mt Glasgow to the north. 

“Tina’s Lookout” commemorates a place where she paused for a long time to look 

out to the west. In the visit she made six months before her last, she saw this work, 

and although she had by then lost the power of speech, indicated she wished to 

acquire the work. The other paintings on Mt Beckworth are all views tied to moments 

of intense significance for me, like signposts on a journey. The series of 5 views of 

Mt Beckworth are strongly associated with my time on Mt Glasgow, with the 

changing states of a day, with Paul’s poetry, with friendship and a search for self. I 

want to dedicate this exhibition to the memory of Tina Kane who was woven into all 

that. 

(Mark Fox, April 2016) 


